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Abstract

The majority of people have experienced pain in their low back or neck in their lives. In this paper a type-2 fuzzy rule based expert system is presented for diagnosing the spinal cord disorders. The interval type-2 fuzzy logic system permits us to handle the high uncertainty of diagnosing the type of disorder and its severity. The spinal cord disorders are studied in five categories using historical data and clinical symptoms of the patients. The main novelty of this paper lies in presentation of the interval type-2 fuzzy hybrid rule-based system, which is a combination of the forward and backward chaining approaches in its inference engine and avoids unnecessary medical questions. Using of parametric operations for fuzzy calculations increases the robustness of the system and the compatibility of the diagnosis with a wide range of physicians’ diagnosis. The outputs of the system are comprised of type of disorder, location and severity as well as the necessity of taking a M.R. Image. A comparison of the performance of the developed system with the expert shows an acceptable accuracy of the system in diagnosing the disorders and determining the necessity of the M.R. Image.
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1. Introduction

According to the statistical information of W.H.O., low back pain is in the second rank of most probable physical problem, which nearly 80% of people experience it in their lives. Neck pain is another spinal cord disorder that more than 30% of people have been involved with it [1]. Spinal cord disorders diagnosis is based on a synthesis of history, clinical examination and paraclinical testing like MRI. According to Ambulatory Health Care Data, more than 20 million MRI exams are conducted annually in the United States and 50% of them are performed because of the spine problems. In recent years, the shortage of diagnostic radiologists is a concern [2]. Computer aided diagnostic systems play a vital role by helping the physicians to perform a better diagnosis [3, 4].

As one of the common spinal disorders, many studies have developed new methods of diagnosing herniated disc based on MRI and/or CT but more than 90% of patients with low back pain do not need to provide MRI to diagnose the problem and/or investigating the MRI does not change the treatment methods. Medical philosophy, vague boundaries of symptoms, and diagnosis create the need of using the framework of fuzzy sets, systems, and relations to model the medical expert system [5]. Malaria [6], viral hepatitis [7], and cardiovascular disease [8] are the first diseases that fuzzy methods have been used in modeling their expert system. In recent years, Fazel Zarandi et al. [9] used a fuzzy rule based expert system for diagnosing asthma. Kadhim et al. [10] developed a fuzzy expert system for diagnosing low back pain based on clinical observation symptoms using fuzzy rules. Sari et al. [11] have developed two expert systems (artificial neural network and adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system) to assess the low back pain level. Esteban et al. [12] developed a fuzzy linguistic Web system, in which personalized exercise or recommendations were offered for their prevention. Gulbandilar et al. [13] constructed a fuzzy logic algorithm to identify low back pain intensity by using data of 169 patients. A fuzzy expert system was developed by Ohri et al. [14] to diagnose breast cancer. Gal et al. [15] proposed a fuzzy expert system to predict subchondral sclerosis. In Katigari et al. [16] study a fuzzy expert system was presented to diagnose diabetic neuropathy. Their system was constructed by using 244 medical records.

In some situations in which uncertainty of data and the degree of vagueness of information are too high, type-2 fuzzy may perform better in modelling them. In type-2 fuzzy medical expert systems, Fazel Zarandi et al. [17] used type-2 fuzzy methods in image processing of diagnosing the brain tumor. Rahimi Damirchi-Darasi et al. [18] developing an expert system to diagnose degenerative disc disease based on type-2 fuzzy methods. They show that the high uncertainty of some clinical symptoms needs more accuracy to get acceptable results. Zarinbal et al. [19, 20] developed a type-2 fuzzy image processing expert system to diagnose brain tumors. They evaluated the system performance using 95 MRI scans showing good capacity in the diagnosis.

The aim of this paper is to develop a fuzzy rule based expert system to implement six objectives:

- handling the high uncertainty of clinical variables;
- combining forward chaining with backward chaining based on a direct approach in designing the architecture of the inference engine;
- optimizing the parameters of fuzzy membership function based on different physician’s diagnosis and increasing the robustness of the proposed system;
- diagnosing a wide variety of spinal cord disorders: type and location of the disorder;
- declaring the necessity of M.R.I and severity of the disorders.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the first section reviews the type-2 fuzzy sets and systems and definition of most common spinal cord disorders. The methodology of the system is presented in section 3. The system’s inference mechanism is discussed in section 4 as the System’s Structure and Inference mechanism. Section 5 explains the Structure of each modules of the knowledge base completely. Evaluating the system performance appears in section 6. Finally, the discussion and conclusion are presented in section 7.

2. Background

2.1. Spinal Cord Disorders

Because of the overlapping the disorders with each other, the most important thing in diagnosing the spinal cord disorders is classifying them. Fazel Zarandi et al. [21] categorized the patients with spinal cord disorder that visit the physician in five groups: Mechanical pain, Herniated disc, Spinal Stenosis, spinal deformity like Scoliosis, Lordosis or Kyphosis and Red Flag. There are some definition for each disorder: Mechanical pain refers to any type of back pain caused by placing abnormal stress on muscles of the vertebral column [22]; A herniated disc refers to a problem with one of the rubbery cushions (discs) between the individual bones (vertebrae) that stack up to make your spine [23]; Spinal stenosis is a narrowing of the open spaces within the spine, which can put pressure on the spinal cord and the nerves that travel through the spine; and Red Flag is about the patients that have some emergency symptoms and the physician applies results of paraclinical testing immediately.

Each of the disorders mostly occurs in the specific region. Spinal stenosis occurs mostly in the neck and lower back [24]. Approximately 90% of herniated discs occur in the low back at disc L4/5 and disc L5-S1 and cause pain in the L5 or S1 nerve that radiates down the sciatic nerve [25]. The most common discs in the cervical spine to herniate are disc C5/6 and disc C6/7. The next most common is disc C4/5 and disc C7-T1 may rarely be herniated [26]. Figure 1 represent the relationship between spinal nerve roots and vertebrae [27].

*Figure 1. Diagram showing the relationship between spinal nerve roots and vertebrae [27]*

In Medical terminology, Risk factors are some factors that increase the potential for back and neck problems, and Yellow flag symptoms [28] are some factors which highlight the risk of chronicity in the patients.

Overlapping the disorders with each other and existing different ways to present the pain in body make difficult to diagnose the disorder and its severity. The proposed expert system is the extension of Rahimi Damirchi-Darasi et al. study [18] and investigates the clinical symptoms of the patients as well as risk factors in diagnosing all the five groups of disorders with type-2 fuzzy logic system to handle the uncertainties of vagueness in the clinical symptoms.
2.2. Type-2 Fuzzy Logic Systems (T2FLS)

There are some source of uncertainties in type-1 FLSs [29]. To handle them Mendel et al. [29] represent Type-2 fuzzy logic system. In this part of the paper, the structure of T2 FLS is presented.

A general T2 FLS is illustrated in Figure 2. If the antecedent and consequent sets in rules are type-2, the FLS is type-2. The major structural difference between a T1 FLS and T2 FLS is that the defuzzifier block of a T1 FS is replaced by the output-processing block in a T2 FLS. That block consists of type-reduction followed by defuzzification [30]. In the following subsections, the important terminologies in developing the proposed expert system are explained.

2.3.1. Approximate reasoning (AR)

Logical approximate reasoning and Mamdani approximate reasoning are two different methods using in inference engine of expert systems. The method of reasoning, which is implemented in developing the proposed expert system, is Unified fuzzy reasoning. The Unified fuzzy reasoning method is defined by Logical approximate reasoning and Mamdani approximate reasoning [31].

Consider \( \mu_{L_i}(y) \), as a fuzzy output of Logical AR, and \( \mu_{M_k}(y) \), as a fuzzy output of Mamdani AR, the Unified fuzzy reasoning method is defined as Eq.(1):

\[
\mu_i(y) = \beta \times \mu_{L_i}(y) + (1 - \beta) \times \mu_{M_k}(y)
\]

where, \( \beta \) is the parameter of the hybridization of Logical approximate reasoning and Mamdani approximate reasoning.

2.3.2. Type reduction

As shown in Figure 2, the type-2 outputs of the inference engine must be processed next by the output processor, the first operation of which is type reduction. Some methods of type reduction are centroid, center-of-sums, height, modified height, and center-of-sets [32]. Karnik and Mendel [33, 34] present details for centroid, height, center-of-sets, modified height, and center-of-sums type reduction. We use height type reduction method in this paper.

\( \mu_{R_i}(\bar{y}) \) is the membership function of each point in Interval Type-2 fuzzy sets and \( h_i \) is height type reducer. If the domain of each \( \mu_{R_i}(\bar{y}) \) is represented as \([L_i, R_i]\), then \( h_i = (L_i + R_i) / 2 \).

2.3.3. Defuzzifying

The defuzzification of the type-reduced set is done to get a crisp output form of the type-2 FLS. Leekwiick and Kerre [35] classifies the most widely used defuzzification techniques into different groups. In this paper we use Yager parametric defuzzification. In Eq.(2), \( y^* \) is defined as Yager parametric defuzzification [31].
2.3.4. Operation on type-2 fuzzy sets

Membership grades of type-2 sets are type-1 sets; therefore, we need to be able to perform t-conorm and t-norm operations between type-1 sets. Fuzzy operations like complement, intersection, and union do not have unique operations, and they are context-dependent [31]. Here the Yager classes of operations, which are used in developing the system, are defined:

(a) The Yager class of fuzzy complements [32] is defined by Eq.(3)

\[ C(a) = (1 - a^\omega)^{\frac{1}{\omega}}, \omega > 0 \]  

(b) The class of Yager t-norm (t), the intersection of \( a, b \) [32], is defined by Eq.(4)

\[ t(a, b) = 1 - \min(1, (1 - a^\omega + (1 - b^\omega)^{\frac{1}{\omega}}), \omega > 0 \]  

(c) The class of Yager t-conorm (s), the union of \( a, b \) [32], is defined by Eq.(5)

\[ s(a, b) = \min(1, [a^\omega + b^\omega]^{\frac{1}{\omega}}), \omega > 0 \]  

3. Methodology

Identifying the proposed expert system is performed based on a direct approach. The wide variety of disorders, insufficiency and imprecision of the patients’ records create the need to use a systemic approach to develop a more efficient system. The methodology of generating the proposed system is as follows:

- identifying system inputs and outputs;
- classifying the input variables;
- identifying the knowledge base structure;
- generating the knowledge base’s rules;
- identifying the system’s inference mechanism;
- tuning the parameters of the system

3.1. Identifying system inputs and outputs

The first step in system modelling is the identification of the inputs and outputs. Due to the wide variety of disorders, the patients’ perception about the disorders has a crucial role in diagnosing
them. On the other hand, the perceptions have a vague nature. In order to obtain comprehensive knowledge, 384 dialogs of different patients and the neurosurgeon are recorded. Identifying the inputs and outputs is done by negotiation with the expert, studying the problem domain, and using 50% of the data.

3.2. Classifying the input variables

Figure 3, is semantic network of symptoms, represents the most important input variables in cause and effect classes based on their nature and roles in diagnosing spinal cord disorders.

*Figure 3. Semantic network of symptoms in diagnosing spinal cord disorders*

Cause variables are responsible for spinal cord disorders. Historical data form four classes: patient’s perception, emergency problem symptoms (Red Flag symptoms), psychological problem symptoms (Yellow Flag symptoms) and Risk Factors. Clinical data consist of five classes of records: inspection, palpation, precaution, auscultation and manipulation. The importance of the clinical symptoms varies in different disorders and the neurosurgeon emphasizes the most important factors.

By classifying the patients’ primary perception based on expert knowledge, four main questions, which are extracted, are pain location, intensity and quality of the pain, the starting time of pain, and the dependency of pain to some position. Red flag symptoms [36] are categorized in five emergency problems: cauda equina, spinal fracture, cancer or infection, spondyloarthropathy and high risk of permanent damage to the compressed nerve. Yellow flag symptoms [28] identify the psychosocial factors, which highlight the patient's risk of chronicity, and are categorized in seven factors: attitude, belief, compensation, diagnosis, emotions, family and work. The main risk factors are categorized into eight factors: aging, genetics, occupational hazards, lifestyle, weight, posture, pregnancy and smoking [37].

3.3. Identifying knowledge base structure

As indicated before, the neurosurgeons diagnose spinal cord disorder based on three types of data: historical, clinical and paraclinical data like MRI. Historical and clinical data have a deterministic role in diagnosing the disorders and the necessity of providing the MRI is determined after investigating them. The proposed system uses historical and clinical data to diagnose location, type and severity of the problem as well as determination of the necessity of providing MRI. The neurosurgeons do some clinical tests based on the result of investigation of the historical data. Overlapping between the disorders in some symptoms makes the diagnosis complex. The overlapping is both between two spinal cord disorders and between spinal cord disorders with other problems like vascular problems. By classifying the symptoms, the main overlapping between the disorders is modeled as in Figure 4. The overlapping between the disorders are fundamental for proposing the modular structure of the system.

*Figure 4. Overlapping between the spinal cord disorders*

Each of the disorders have their own clinical testing. To handle the complexity of the overlapping of the symptoms, the system investigates the historical data and decides what
clinical testing is needed to be implemented. The identified input variables are organized in the modules based on their nature and relation with other variables.

3.4. Generating knowledge base’s rules

Based on the patients’ perception and the neurosurgeon’s diagnosis, the rules of the system using identified variables are extracted. The rules are categorized based on disorders and overlapping between each other. Finally, the neurosurgeon performed the final amendment. Because of the differences in the type of identified variables, their role in diagnosis and the importance of the disorder diagnosis, the generated rules consist of three classes:

1. The variables with crisp (yes/no) values.
2. The variables with linguistic values, like severity of pulse, straightness of vertebras, etc.
3. The variables with linguistic variables that have high uncertainty, compared to variables of the second class, like severity of numbing, tingling, etc.

To handle the different degree of uncertainty in variables, the system has used type one fuzzy logic in generating rules of the second-class and type-2 fuzzy in generating the rules of the third class. In order to define the rules, Yager classes of intersection, union and complement are assigned to the fuzzy operations.

3.5. Identifying parameters of uncertain variables

Two types of uncertainty are considered in developing the system: uncertainty in relation and uncertainty in values of the variables. Due to the high overlapping between the disorders and high uncertainty in the symptoms, defining the exact value for start and end point of disorders as well as the symptoms with linguistic variables is not possible. In order to define the intervals of the variables, Gaussian membership function are assigned to the antecedent and consequents. Gaussian membership functions are defined by uncertain standard deviation and certain mean.

Consider $m^i_{k}$, as a certain means of Gaussian membership function and an uncertain standard deviation that has value in $[\sigma^i_{k1}, \sigma^i_{k2}]$ [38], i.e. Eq.(6),

$$
\mu^i_{k}(x_k) = \exp[-\frac{1}{2} (\frac{x_k - m^i_{k}}{\sigma^i_{k}})^2], \sigma^i_{k} = [\sigma^i_{k1}, \sigma^i_{k2}]
$$

(6)

This leads to the following definitions: Eq.(7) and Eq.(8) [38],

$$
\tilde{\mu}^i_{k}(x_k) = N(m^i_{k}, \sigma^i_{k2}; x_k)
$$

(7)

$$
\mu^i_{k}(x_k) = N(m^i_{k}, \sigma^i_{k1}; x_k)
$$

(8)

where, $\tilde{\mu}^i_{k}(x_k)$ is the upper membership function, $\mu^i_{k}(x_k)$ is the lower membership function, and for example $N(m^i_{k}, \sigma^i_{k1}; x_k)$ is defined as Eq. (9):
\[ N(m_k^j, \sigma_k^j; x_k) = \exp\left[-\frac{1}{2} \left(\frac{x_k - m_k^j}{\sigma_k^j}\right)^2\right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where, \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, p \) and \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, M \). "p" shows the number of antecedents, and "M" indicates the number of rules, and N is a Gaussian membership function of \( m_k^j, \sigma_k^j, x_k \) [38].

4. System’s Structure and Inference mechanism

Seventy-seven variables for diagnosing spinal cord disorders are identified, some of which are common in some disorders and others that are special for a specific disorder. By modelling the method of the neurosurgeon in diagnosing the disorders, and to avoid unnecessary questioning, the inference mechanism is hybrid of forward chaining and backward chaining. The system starts with the forward chaining phase to investigate some of the historical symptoms and makes a primal diagnosis by type reduction and defuzzification. The backward chaining phase tries to make more accurate diagnosis by investigating some of the clinical symptoms.

4.1. Knowledge base modulating

To handle the high number of common variables between disorders, the knowledge base of the system has a modular structure. Inference mechanisms of modules of Red Flag, Yellow Flag, Risk Factor, Herniated disc, Mechanical pain, and Spinal Stenosis are forward chaining and inference mechanisms of modules of Nerve Roots, Scoliosis Lordosis Kyphosis and Vascular Problems are backward chaining that are explained in this paper.

4.2. System’s inference engine

To handle the different variables and symptoms, the hybrid of forward-backward chaining is proposed in the inference engine. Figures 5 and 11 contain flowcharts of the algorithm of the proposed system. A sequence of the modules is based on the symptoms’ necessity and type of overlapping of the disorders.

4.2.1. Forward chaining

Figure 5 represents the forward chaining phase of the inference.

*Figure 5. Algorithm of Inference Engine for diagnosing spinal cord disorders (Forward chaining phase)*

*Figure 6. Antecedents of fuzzy rules of modules of herniated disc, mechanical, spinal stenosis*

It starts the investigation by activating the module of the Red Flag to diagnose emergency patients immediately. The output of this module declares the patient’s emergency status. As it is represented in Figure 4, the central overlapping is between three main disorders: mechanical, herniated disc and spinal stenosis. In the second step of the investigation, the system tries to diagnose between these three disorders. By asking about the patient’s chief complaint, the system activates the specific module to get the patient’s perception about the disorder and investigate them based on its knowledge base. If the chief complaint is pain in the leg and low back or arm and neck, the knowledge base of the module of Herniated disc is activated. If the pain in the low back or in the neck is the chief complaint, the knowledge base of the module of...
Mechanical pain is activated and if the chief complaint is pain in both legs or both arms, the system activates the knowledge base of the module of Spinal Stenosis. The knowledge base of each of the modules consists of the rules and the questions about the severity of pain in the specific location, the starting time of pain and the dependency of pain to some condition. These variables have inherent uncertainty which are represented in Figure 6. Figures 7- a, b, c depict the membership function of these categories.

Consequents of the rules of the knowledge base of the Herniated disc, Mechanical pain and Spinal Stenosis modules contain multiple outputs. The outputs demonstrate the diagnosis of the three disorders: herniated disc, mechanical pain and spinal stenosis. Figure 7- d shows the membership function of expert’s diagnostic values of the three disorders. The rules of each module are explained in the structure of the modules. In order to have type-1 outputs, the centroid method is assigned to the type-2 outputs as the type reduction and Yager defuzzifier is used to defuzzify them. The method used in the inference is the Unified fuzzy reasoning. To obtain more robustness, the system tunes the parameters by optimizing the root mean square error (RMSE) function that is explained in the training section.

4.2.2. Backward chaining

By defuzzifying the outputs of the module of the first stage, three numbers are achieved and the first stage in the inference engine (forward chaining phases) is finished. The system enters the second stage in the inference engine. The flowchart of the backward chaining phase is represented in Figure 8.

As it is shown in Figure 8, the system tries to investigate some clinical symptoms to prove the primal diagnosis. As indicated in Figure 8, the maximum value between three primal diagnoses specifies the direction to select the next module. If the value of herniated disc disorder is maximum, the system activates the module of the Nerve Root to assure itself about the diagnosis, find the compressed nerve root, and exact location of the abnormal disc. If the maximum value is for mechanical disorder, the system activates the module of Scoliosis Lordosis Kyphosis to the diagnosis between the mechanical problem and scoliosis, lordosis and kyphosis disorders. The module of the Vascular Problem is activated if the value of spinal stenosis disorder is maximum.

The type-1 outputs of the inference engine must be processed next by the defuzzifier. The crisp output of this phase is compared with the crisp output of the first phase to diagnose between the disorders. The final investigation of the patient’s symptoms is about risk factors and psychological problems. These two groups of symptoms are not the cause of the spinal cord disorders but they can intensify the spinal cord disorders. Each of the modules of this phase are explained in the Structure of the Module section. Final outputs of the system consist of (i) type of patient’s disorder, (ii) exact location of abnormal disc in the low back or neck, (iii) declaring the necessity of MRI in four levels, and (iv) list of factors that intensify the disorder.
4.3. Training

The developed expert system has two main features in training itself: (i) ability to adapt itself with different physicians and (ii) ability to train itself to diagnose future patients more accurately is explained in the following. Due to the high overlap between the symptoms, different physicians may have different diagnoses regarding the same patients. In order to assimilate the expert system with different physician’s diagnosis, the system needs to be adaptive. Using parametric operations and functions could give this ability to the system. By using 25% of patients’ records, the proposed system tunes its parameters by optimizing the error function presented in Eq.(10), and by updating the parameters after each correct diagnosis the system could train itself. $Y$ is the primal diagnosis of the system, $\hat{Y}$ is the physician’s primal diagnosis. $p,q,N$ are the parameters of t-norm, s-norm and negation. $\alpha$ is the parameter of Yager defuzzifier, $\beta$ is the parameter of hybridation of Mamdani and Logical inference and $n$ is the number of the patients used to tune the parameters.

$$\text{RMSE}(p,q,N,\alpha,\beta) = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (Y_i - \hat{Y})(Y_i - \hat{Y})}$$

(10)

5. Structure of Modules

To explain the developed system specifically, the structure of the modules, their variables, inference engine mechanism, and the outputs are explained completely in this section.

5.1. Module of Red Flag

The task of module of Red Flag is immediate diagnosis of emergency patients. This module investigates the patient’s emergency symptoms are represented in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Antecedents of rules of module of Red Flag

The inputs of this module are linguistic variables: Never or very low, medium, very high or always. The system specifies the degree of emergency by averaging the scores of the variables. Due to the high importance of the questions and high difference between emergency patients and others, the averaging method could be used to decrease the complexity of the system.

5.2. Module of Herniated disc

The module of herniated disc was activated due to pain in the leg and low back or in the arm and neck. Antecedents’ variables of fuzzy rules of severity of pain in the leg/ low back and arm/ neck are shown in Figure 10. Figure 11 presents some of the rules and membership functions of variables of this module.

Figure 10. Antecedents’ variables of fuzzy rules of severity of pain in the leg/ low back and arm/ neck

Figure 11. Schematic view of rules related to the module of Herniated Disc

5.3. Module of Mechanical pain
The module of mechanical pain is activated because of pain in the low back or pain in the neck. Antecedents’ variable of fuzzy rules of severity of pain in the low back and neck are shown in Figure 12. Figure 13 shows some of the rules and membership functions of variables of this module.

*Figure 12. Antecedents’ variables of fuzzy rules of severity of pain in Low Back/ Neck*

*Figure 13. Schematic view of rules related to the module of Mechanical Pain*

### 5.4. Modules of Spinal Stenosis

The module of Spinal Stenosis is activated because of pain in either legs or both arms. Antecedents’ variable of fuzzy rules of severity of pain in both legs and both arms are shown in Figure 14. Figure 15 presents some of the rules and membership functions of variables of this module.

*Figure 14. Antecedents’ variables of fuzzy rules of severity of pain in both Legs/ Arms*

*Figure 15. Schematic view of rules related to the module of Spinal Stenosis*

### 5.5. Module of Nerve Root

The module of Nerve Root is activated to prove the herniated disc problem and find the exact location of the problem by investigating some clinical symptoms. The system could find the exact location of the problem between lumbar and cervical discs. The domain of the system in diagnosing the herniated disc is represented in Figure 16. To accelerate the search for the exact location of the disorder, the system asks some questions to investigate the symptoms based on prevalence of the disorder. These questions have a major role in finding the exact location and ensuring the patient’s malingering. Variables of rules for the herniated disc in the low back and neck are represented in Figure 17.

*Figure 16. Domain of the system in diagnosing herniated disc*

*Figure 17. Antecedents’ variables of fuzzy rules of module of nerve root*

### 5.6. Module of Scoliosis Lordosis Kyphosis

The module of Scoliosis Lordosis Kyphosis is activated to prove the mechanical disorder. The scoliosis, lordosis kyphosis and forward head are four problems that have some overlap with mechanical pain. To diagnose these disorders, the system investigates some of the symptoms of these disorders to distinguish the disorders with mechanical disorder. Antecedents of fuzzy rules of this module are represented in Figure 18.

*Figure 18. Antecedents’ variables of fuzzy rules of module of scoliosis lordosis kyphosis*

### 5.7. Module of Vascular Problem

The module of Vascular Problem is activated to prove spinal stenosis disorder. Some of the symptoms of the vascular problems and spinal stenosis are common. To distinguish these disorders, the system investigates some of the uncommon symptoms of the vascular problem. Antecedents of fuzzy rules of this module are represented in Figure 18.
5.8. Module of Yellow Flag and Risk Factors

The aim of the psychosocial assessment is to find those patients who are likely to develop chronicity. The factors which highlight the patient's risk of chronicity can be identified using the ‘yellow flags' system [37]. Risk factors increase the potential for back and neck problems and patients could decrease the pain by removing them. The factors of the yellow flag and risk factor are represented in Figure 19.

6. Evaluating System Performance

The system consists of two stages: forward chaining for primal diagnosis and backward chaining for proving the primal diagnosis. The outputs of forward chaining stage are diagnosis of type of disorder and diagnosis of its severity. Declaring the necessity of providing MRI is the output of backward chaining stage. Each of the stages are tested separately with 25% of patient’s data. The results are as follows: One of the outputs of the forward chaining phase is diagnosing the type of disorder between the three main disorders (herniated disc, mechanical pain and spinal stenosis). For the comparison of the proposed system and the neurosurgeon in doing primal diagnosis of type of disorder, the expert system performance was tested for 96 patients and the result is presented in Figure 20-a.

Following Figure 20-a, the diagnosis are categorized in five groups. As shown in Figure 20-a, the developed system’s diagnosis and the neurosurgeon’s diagnosis are completely equal in 79% of data with 76 patients. The neurosurgeon’s diagnosis of disorder of patients of groups 4 and 5 are between herniated disc and mechanical. This is due to mechanical pain with low level of severity of the herniated disc disorder. The developed system could diagnose the disorder is one of mechanical pain or herniated disc in first step. One of the other purposes of the developed system is diagnosing the severity of the problem. The expert’s diagnosis is linguistic, so allocating an exact crisp value to the neurosurgeon’s diagnosis is not feasible. The range of each diagnosis of the neurosurgeon is represented in Figure 20-b.

If the diagnosis of the developed system is in the range of the expert’s diagnosis, the expert system performs properly. A comparison of the system’s performance with the neurosurgeon in diagnosing the severity of the disorder is represented in Figure 20-c. 84 of the patients are diagnosed properly and 11 diagnosis is below the range. All the 11 patients have herniated disc problem. The high overlapping between the herniated disc and mechanical pain result in this incompatibility.

Declaring the necessity of providing M.R.I is essential to complete the diagnosis. The necessity of providing M.R.I is categorized in four classes: MRI is necessary, MRI is necessary because of mental problems, MRI is conditionally necessary; and MRI is not necessary. A comparison of
the developed system’s performance with neurosurgeon in diagnosing the necessity of M.R.I is represented in Figure 20-d. The developed system could diagnose the necessity of the patients completely. Accurate diagnosis of the disorder severity of the patients that need to provide M.R.I is not feasible. As represented in Figure 20-d, all the patients diagnosed wrongly in previous steps, are diagnosed properly in final step.

7. Discussion and Conclusion

The overlapping between the spinal cord disorders and the high uncertainty in some of the symptoms make diagnosis with computer programs complex. On the other hand, the delay in diagnosing the disorders may increase the severity of pain and the cost of treatments. The proposed expert system of this paper, alleviated these hazards and diagnosed between the nine spinal cord disorders: cervical herniated disc, lumbar herniated disc, mechanical pain, cervical spinal stenosis, lumbar spinal stenosis, Scoliosis, Lordosis, Kyphosis and forward head. The proposed system combined inference methods of forward and backward chaining. It could diagnose the type of the disorder and its exact location by asking important questions about the patient’s medical history and his/her clinical data. By classifying the symptoms using different guidelines, type-1 and type-2 fuzzy logic systems are used and the severity of the pain is determined between 1 and 10. The modular structure of the knowledge base accelerated the diagnosing and the proposed system could guess the location of the disorder without MR image processing and declared the necessity of providing the MRI. One of the most important features of the proposed system was the ability to be compatible with a wide range of physicians by tuning the parameters of the system. Moreover, the ability to update the parameters after each correct diagnosis, made the system more robust.

In order to make a strong knowledge base, the data of 184 patients was used to extract the rules of the knowledge base. In the verification phase, the data of 96 patients were used to define initial parameters and a validation test is done for 96 patients. Although the system could improve itself after each diagnosis, the future works increase the performance of the system by using the diagnosis of more neurosurgeons together to achieve a range for the parameters of the developed system. Another study that could be done is combining the developed system with image processing expert systems.
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**Figure 6. Antecedents of fuzzy rules of modules of herniated disc, mechanical, spinal stenosis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting time of pain</th>
<th>Means of the fuzzy intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic variables</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD=Less than 3 months</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT=Less than 5 years</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT=Less than 7 years</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT=Less than 10 years</td>
<td>7.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI=More than 10 years</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity of pain</th>
<th>Means of the fuzzy intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic variables</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV=Never or very low</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L=Low</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M=MEDIUM</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H=High</td>
<td>7.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHI=Very high or insufferable</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependency of Pain</th>
<th>Means of the fuzzy intervals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic variables</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDP=Independent</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS=So-so</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP=Dependent</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Red Flag

- Saddle (perianal perineal) anaesthesia or paraesthesia
- Recent onset of bladder dysfunction
- Recent onset of faecal incontinence, unexpected laxity of the anal sphincter
- Severe or progressive neurological deficit in the lower extremities
- Early morning stiffness lasting >45 minutes
- Night Pain
- Gelling
- Easier with movement/ worse after rest
- Onset in people older than 50 years or younger than 20 years
- History of cancer
- Constitutional symptoms, such as fever, chills, or unexplained weight loss
- Recent bacterial infection (e.g. urinary tract infection)/Intravenous drug abuse
- Immune suppression/Structural deformity of the spine
- Pain that remains when supine, aching night-time pain that disturbs sleep
- Sudden onset of severe central pain in the spine, which is relieved by lying down
- Major trauma such as a road accident or fall from a height
- Minor trauma, or even just strenuous lifting, in people with osteoporosis
- Significant muscle weakness or wasting
- Loss of tendon reflexes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linguistic variables</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Never or Low</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High or Always</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. Antecedents of rules of module of Red Flag
Figure 10. Antecedents’ variables of Fuzzy rules of severity of pain in Leg and Low Back/Arm and Neck
Figure 11. Schematic view of rules related to the module of Herniated Disc
Figure 12. Antecedents’ variables of fuzzy rules of severity of pain in Low Back/ Neck
Figure 13. Schematic view of rules related to the module of Mechanical Pain
### Fuzzy variables of pain in both Legs
- Local pain in the low back
- Unable to walk more than 10-15 minutes without any resting by sitting down
- Leg numbness and tingling
- Flexing forward like biking or sitting will relieve the leg pain
- The leg pain and other symptoms recur if you get back into an upright posture

### Fuzzy variables of pain in both Arms
- Local pain in the neck
- The walking pattern gets jerky and they lose muscle power in the legs
- The hands start to feel numb and feeling clumsy when doing fine motor activities like writing or typing
- Weakness in shoulder
- Radiate pain from the neck to the shoulder, upper back, or even down one or both arms
- Numbness on the skin of the arm or hand and weakness in the muscles supplied by the nerve
- Problems with the bowels and bladder

Figure 14. Antecedents’ variables of fuzzy rules of severity of pain in both Legs/ both Arms
Figure 15. Schematic view of rules related to the module of Spinal Stenosis
Figure 16. Domain of the System in diagnosing herniated disc
Figure 17. Antecedents of fuzzy rules of module of Nerve Root

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 18. Antecedents of fuzzy rules of module of Vascular Problems/ Scoliosis Lordosis Kyphosis
Figure 19. Antecedents of rules of module of Risk Factor and Yellow Flag

- Age
- Genetic
- Occupational hazards
- Sedentary lifestyle
- Excess weight
- Poor posture
- Pregnancy
- Smoking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Attitudes
- Beliefs
- Compensation
- Diagnosis
- Emotions
- Family
- Work
Figure 20. a: Performance Comparison of the Expert and the System in Primal Diagnosis of problem, b: Ranges of the Expert Diagnosis about the Problem Severity, c: Performance Comparison of the Expert and the System in Primal Diagnosis of Problem Severity, d: Performance Comparison of the Expert and the System in determination of necessity to M.R.I